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Abstract

We present a dialogue system and refer-
ence handling component for efficient and
natural referential grounding dialogues
from 2D images. Using a probabilistic
representation of qualitative concepts, the
system uses flexible concept assignment in
reference handling for bridging conceptual
gaps between the system and the user, and
engages in clarification dialogues based on
an evaluation of miscommunication risk.

1 Introduction

From her comfortable sofa, Mary asks her per-
sonal assistant robot Amanda: Could you pass me
that yellow book on my desk? Amanda is not sure
which book Mary meant, and asks: Do you mean
the one in front of the coffee cup? Slightly an-
noyed, Mary replies: No, not the green one, the
yellow one. Amanda confirms: Oh, ok. I thought
that was orange. I’ll get it. and brings the book to
Mary.
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Figure 1: Intended referent (a) and distractor (b).

While standard algorithms for referring expres-
sion generation (REG) assume that objects can be
defined by a fixed set of crisp properties (Krah-
mer and van Deemter, 2012; Dale and Reiter,
1995), humans carve up the world in multiple
ways (Steels, 2008), depending on sensory differ-
ences (Roorda and Williams, 1999), exposure to a

domain (Goldstone et al., 2012, p. 621), or situa-
tional conditions (Spranger and Pauw, 2012).

In order to bridge conceptual gaps between in-
teractants and establish common ground, humans
flexibly adapt the use of concepts (Clark and Bren-
nan, 1991; Garrod and Anderson, 1987; Clark
and Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986). As the conceptual gap
in human-machine interaction is even larger, dia-
logue systems may benefit greatly from sophisti-
cated grounding abilities.

Our implementation of the agent based dia-
logue system architecture and framework DAISIE
(Ross and Bateman, 2009), using the Probabilistic
Reference And GRounding mechanism PRAGR
(Mast and Wolter, 2013b; Mast and Wolter,
2013a), flexibly assigns properties during refer-
ence handling in order to maximize communica-
tive success. We show how the DAISIE+PRAGR
system is capable of engaging in grounding di-
alogues about images as they may be provided
by a camera installed on the head of a mobile
robot, by generating and resolving referring ex-
pressions (REs), and using probabilistic evalua-
tions of the REG and reference resolution (RR)
output for making reasonable dialogue decisions.

2 PRAGR

PRAGR is a probabilistic reference handling sys-
tem for enabling dialogic grounding, described in
detail by Mast and Wolter (2013b). PRAGR’s
core concepts are acceptability—the probability
P (D|x) that the interlocutor accepts D as a de-
scription of object x, and discriminatory power—
the probability P (x|D) that D discriminates x
from its distractors, a value comparing the accept-
ability of D for the target to its acceptability for
distractors. The stochastic model handles descrip-
tions of arbitrary complexity, including relations.

In RR, given a description D, PRAGR selects
as best referent x∗ the object for which D has the
highest acceptability. In REG, PRAGR aims for
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effectiveness in communication, given uncertain
knowledge. Thus, it searches for the most appro-
priate description D∗ which jointly maximizes ac-
ceptability and discriminatory power.

3 Layered Representation

In PRAGR’s two-layer knowledge representation,
the perceptual layer represents qualitative and
metric perceptual properties of objects (e.g. defin-
ing shape points and hue, lightness and saturation)
obtained in a first step of abstraction (Falomir et
al., 2012). Perceptual grounding modules pro-
vide probabilistic mappings of objects to concep-
tual properties such as ORANGE in the conceptual
layer. A dialogic grounding module may add or
overwrite mappings on the conceptual level.

Perceptual grounding modules include a prob-
abilistic model of projective terms adapted from
Mast and Wolter (2013b), a crisp model of ob-
ject type based on Qualitative Image Description
(Falomir et al., 2012) and a fuzzy adaptation of
the colour model by Falomir et al. (2013).

With these probabilistic feature models,
PRAGR can consider gradual differences in dis-
criminatory power and acceptability and provide
the most appropriate description. It may call the
same ball the red ball (Figure 2a) or the orange
ball (Figure 2b), depending on present distractors,
as acceptability of a property for distractors
dampens discriminatory power.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Context sensitivity of category assign-
ment: (a) the red circle, (b) the orange circle.

4 DAISIE+PRAGR

The current update cycle of DAISIE’s information
state depends on 5 subprocesses for the automa-
tion of linguistic understanding and on 4 subpro-
cesses for the automation of linguistic expression
as shown in Figure 3. REs in the input are iden-
tified during experiential interpretation and en-
riched via co-reference resolution against the dis-
course history during textual interpretation. They
are then queued for handling by the dialogue man-
ager which directly accesses PRAGR. In the fol-
lowing dialogue: Human: Bring me the red box.,
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Figure 3: Architecture of DAISIE

System: Which red box do you mean?, H: The
one on the floor., the expression one is resolved
to the conceptual representation [RED, BOX, SUP-
PORT(FLOOR)] before being passed to PRAGR
which then provides an n-best list of potential ref-
erents with the evaluation values of the input ex-
pression. Based on this evaluation, the dialogue
manager plans the next dialogue move. For exam-
ple, if there is no substantial difference between
candidates, an open clarification question (Which
red box do you mean?) is generated. If one pre-
ferred candidate is found, depending on accept-
ability and discriminatory power, the system may
generate an expansion (Do you mean the one on
the table?) or a confirmation (OK, I’m getting it.).

In generation, conceptual representations of
REs are selected and evaluated by the reference
handling component, called as part of the dialogue
move selection. If no sufficiently appropriate RE
for an intended target can be found, the system
may attempt to ground a potential reference object
first, in order to use this for a follow-up reference
to the intended target: S: Can you see the low table
to the left of the door? H: Yes. S: Your keys are in
the small green box on that table.

5 Summary

The proposed referential grounding dialogue sys-
tem DAISIE+PRAGR is capable of flexibly using
concepts in order to improve referential success in
generation and understanding. Decisions of the di-
alogue manager about next dialogue moves are in-
formed by the evaluation results of the reference
handling component, thus enabling natural and ef-
ficient grounding dialogues in situated communi-
cation.
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